Application of current and near-term quantum hardware to the electronic structure problem is highly limited by coherence times and gate fidelities. To address these restrictions within the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE) framework, the iterative qubit coupled-cluster (iQCC) procedure [I.G. Ryabinkin et al., arXiv:1906.11192] includes a portion of the ansatz not as quantum circuit elements but by unitarily transforming the Hamiltonian. iQCC has demonstrated systematic convergence towards ground state energies capable with arbitrarily shallow circuits, at the expense of exponential growth of the number of required measurements per VQE step. To reduce the growth of measurement requirements in iQCC, we present a scheme where the Hamiltonian is sequentially transformed via the unitary exponential of involutory linear combinations (ILC) of Pauli products. The ILC transformation results in quadratic growth in the number of Hamiltonian terms with the number of Pauli products included in ILC. The iQCC-ILC procedure is systematically improvable, variational, and hardware tailorable through modulation of computational cost between classical computation, number of measurements required per VQE step, and quantum circuit depths. We demonstrated that iQCC-ILC can provide chemically accurate potential energy curves for symmetric bond dissociation of H2O and LiH.
I. INTRODUCTION
One of the most promising applications of near-term universal gate quantum computation is solving the electronic structure problem. Currently, the most feasible route to this task is through the variational quantum eigensolver (VQE), 1, 2 which is a hybrid technique involving an iterative minimization of the electronic expectation value
involving quantum and classical computers. First, a classical computer suggests a trial unitary transformation U (τ ) that is encoded on a quantum computer as a circuit operating on the initial state of nubits |0 ≡ |0 ⊗nq . At the end of this circuit, one measures the expectation value of the qubit-space HamiltonianĤ, which is iso-spectral to the electronic Hamiltonian in the second quantized form. The measured electronic energy is provided to the classical computer that generates a next guess for the parameterized unitary transformationÛ (τ ). These cycles serve to minimize the energy expectation value and to approach the true electronic ground state energy. The VQE procedure has been experimentally demonstrated for small molecular systems such as LiH, BeH 2 and H 2 O. 1, [3] [4] [5] There are several conceptual challenges in the VQE scheme that prevent its experimental application to chemical systems beyond small molecules. First, the qubit-space electronic Hamiltonian cannot be measured entirely and requires separate measurement for its parts. The number of parts that can be measured at the same time varies depending on the measurement technique, but it still scales at least as n 2 q for small molecules. [6] [7] [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] Second, choosing an efficient unitary operator form and search for the global minimum of variational parameters τ are exponentially hard problems that are left to heuristic processes on the classical computer. The generators of n q -qubit unitary operations up to global phase correspond to an exponentially large Lie algebra (su(2 nq )), whose elements consist of all n q -qubit Pauli productsP ,
whereσ j 's are the Pauli operators {x,ŷ,ẑ} or the 2 × 2 identity1 acting on the j th qubit. This algebra contains 4 nq −1 basis generators, therefore one needs efficient heuristics to make an optimal operator choice of
compatible with hardware limited by number of reliably performed quantum circuit operations. Note that quantum computers cannot perform exp −iτ kPk directly as elementary circuit operations (gates) but there are compiling schemes that present such operations as sequences of universal gates. 13 Several forms forÛ have been suggested recently: 1) methods based on the fermionic unitary forms restricted by the orbital excitation level and then transformed to the qubit space, 1,14-16 for example, unitary coupled cluster singles and doubles (UCCSD) 1, 5, 15, 17 ; 2) hardware based approaches, where the unitary transformation is obtained as a sequence of universal gates 3, 18, 19 ; and 3) qubit-space techniques, whereP k 's are selected based on the sensitivity of energy to variations of their amplitudes. [20] [21] [22] Forms based on unitary fermionic ansatzes produce long products of unitary transformations in the qubit space (e.g. each double excitation/deexcitation unitary element is equivalent to a product of eightP k exponents) and thus were not used on actual quantum hardware without extra approximations. Although very frugal in the number of gates, the hardware based forms pose difficulties in efficient optimization of their parameters. 23 Thus, the qubit based techniques such as Qubit Coupled Cluster (QCC) 20 and ADAPT-VQE 21, 22 provide some balance between the first two extremes.
To be able to reduce the gate count even further, the iterative version of QCC (iQCC) was introduced. 24 The main idea of iQCC is to reduce the complexity ofÛ implemented as a circuit by splitting it in two parts,Û =Û HÛC : 1)Û H transforms the Hamiltonian, U † HĤÛ H =Ĥ (d) and 2)Û C is implemented as a circuit. The transformed qubit HamiltonianĤ (d) is used for evaluation of Pauli product energy gradients to con-structÛ C . After optimizing τ 's inÛ C it can be used for the Hamiltonian dressing as well, which would allow one to obtain another dressed Hamiltonian that can be used to construct next iteration ofÛ C . In this scheme, a complex unitary ansatz can be achieved using arbitrarily shallow quantum circuits (and arbitrarily few simultaneously optimized parameters) by sequentially including unitary components at the operator level rather than in the state preparation. This formulation comes at the cost of exponential growth of the Hamiltonian and thus of the number of measurements required to extract the energy estimate per VQE cycle.
In this paper, to reduce the growth of the dressed Hamiltonian in iQCC, we propose a modification for the transformation procedure.
The qubit Hamiltonian is transformed with unitary exponentials of iτ N k=1 C kPk , where the linear combination is involutory, ( N k=1 C kPk ) 2 =1. Due to this involutory property the number of terms in the transformed hamiltonian grows only by a factor of O(N 2 ) per dressing with an involutory linear combination (ILC) of N Pauli terms. This scheme has the advantage of rotating the Hamiltonian to a basis whose approximate ground state may be represented with arbitrarily shallow circuits.
The rest of the paper is structured as follows. In Sec. II A we review the standard QCC ansatz and its gradientbased operator selection protocol. The general properties and conditions of the iQCC-ILC unitary ansatz are introduced in Sections II B and II C. Section II D provides explicit flow of the iQCC-ILC algorithm. In Sec. III, capabilities of the iQCC-ILC procedure are demonstrated on the dissociation potential energy curves of LiH and H 2 O. We provide concluding remarks and directions for future studies in Sec. IV.
II. THEORY

A. Qubit coupled cluster (QCC)
We start with reminding some relevant details of the QCC approach. The QCC ansatz 20 is built directly as a product of entangling multi-qubit rotations acting on an unentangled reference state. The reference state is taken to be the qubit-mean field (QMF) wavefunction, defined as a product of single-qubit coherent states,
where
whereT i 's areP i 's [Eq.
(2)] containing Pauli operators for at least two qubits and are referred to as entanglers, τ i 's are corresponding variational amplitudes, and N is the number of entanglers included in the ansatz. The QCC energy is obtained by VQE optimization of the form
where τ ≡ {τ i } N i=1 for a set ofT i included inÛ QCC . The QCC energy depends largely on {T i } N i=1 enteringÛ QCC . IndividualT i are selected in the QCC procedure based on an energy gradient hierarchy. The energy gradient with respect to theT i amplitude is
where |Ω min denotes the lowest-energy QMF state, i.e. |Ω min = arg min Ω Ω|Ĥ |Ω . We denote Eq. (9) as ∂E/∂τ i for brevity, where evaluation at τ = 0 is implicitly assumed. All entanglers can be ordered by the absolute value of their energy gradient. Moreover, we found that under some mild conditions on QMF, there is no need to screen the exponential number of entanglers (O(4 nq )), and one can construct directly the set of entanglers with large energy gradient magnitudes by a polynomially scaling classical algorithm. 24 The condition on QMF that allows one to obtain the polynomial construction algorithm is that |Ω min has all qubits aligned along the z quantization axis, i.e. θ i ∈ {0, π}∀i. This corresponds (up to global phase) to |Ω min ∈ {|0 , |1 } ⊗nq , where {|0 , |1 } ⊗nq denotes the set of n q -qubit computational basis states. By any fermion-to-qubit mapping, z-collinear |Ω min corresponds to the qubit-space representation of the lowestenergy Slater determinant. In cases where |Ω min does not have qubits aligned z-collinearly, one can instead use a "purified" collinear mean field state |Φ for gradient evaluation Eq. (9) which has the largest overlap with |Ω min ,
We refer to the set of all entanglers with nonzero absolute energy gradients evaluated onĤ with |Φ as the direct interaction set (DIS), denoted herein as D Ĥ , |Φ . The DIS may be partitioned into n p disjoint subsets, D = np k=1 G k , where each subset G k contains O(2 nq−1 ) entanglers of identical gradient magnitude. 24 The number of partitions n p for the qubit Hamiltonian scales linearly in the number of terms it contains in the fermionic representation, and hence efficient ranking of all entanglers in the DIS is accomplished by performing a gradient calculation only for a single representative entangler for each partition, thereby ranking the complete DIS of cardinality O(2 nq−1 n p ) with merely n p gradient computations. Within the next section, we introduce a new unitary ansatz constructed from entanglers belonging to the DIS.
After selecting high absolute gradientT i 's on a classical computer and optimizing their amplitudes on a quantum or classical computer, one has a freedom to keep obtained U QCC as a circuit or use it to transform the Hamiltonian. The latter approach, iterative QCC (iQCC), leads to the exponential growth of the number of terms in the Hamiltonian with the number ofT i 's inÛ QCC but reduces the circuit depth requirements. Note that dressingĤ with eachT i multiplies the number of terms inĤ by only a constant factor because the Baker-Campbell-Hausdorff expansion exp iτ iTi Ĥ exp −iτ iTi is finite due to the involutory property of entanglers,T 2 i =1.
B. Involutory linear combinations of entanglers
To reduce the number of terms introduced in a transformed Hamiltonian by each entangler included inÛ QCC we construct linear combinations of entanglers that are involutory. Using the involutory property of entanglers, one can construct an involutory linear combination (ILC) from set of entanglers
under conditions of normalization,
and that allT i ∈ A are mutually anti-commutative,
With the two conditions satisfied, Eq. (11) allows for the encoding of a unitary linear expansion of identity and |A| mutually anti-commuting entanglers aŝ
In the iQCC-ILC procedure, unitary ILC components Eq. (14) are constructed by generating an anticommuting subset of the DIS, and hence Eq. (15) features a linear expansion of high gradient entanglers enabling efficient energy lowering. We describe an efficient O(n 4 q ) classical algorithm for generating sets of mutually anti-commuting entanglers from the DIS in Appendix A. All entanglers within the same DIS partition G k are mutually commutative. Therefore, the apparent restriction of entanglers being mutually anti -commutative to enter an ILC unitary enforces all entanglers to be of nonredundant gradients by construction.
Due to the linearity of Eq. (15), one can systematically obtain the optimal ILC parameters for stateÛ ILC |Φ = cos(τ )1 − i sin(τ ) T i∈A α iTi |Φ by a general matrix eigenproblem such as one solved in a configuration interaction (CI) procedure (further details are in Appendix B).
C. iQCC-ILC unitary dressing
The linearity of Eq. (15) has the main advantage of encoding N high-gradient entanglers while its expansion contains N + 1 terms as opposed to O(2 N ) for the QCC ansatz Eq. (7) . A transformation of the Hamiltonian with a unitary of form Eq. (14) giveŝ
An arbitrary Pauli terms commutes with half of the elements in the nubit Pauli term Lie algebra while anticommuting with the remaining half. 25 Hence on average commutator [Ĥ,T i ] contains half the number of terms in H, and therefore the summation over N commutators in Eq. (16) on average contributes an N/2 growth factor. The double summation in the last term of Eq. (16) can be written as
where the diagonal summation does not introduce any new terms inĤ. This is a consequence of the commutativity/anti-commutativity of all Pauli terms and the involutory property ofT i 's.T iĤTj andT jĤTi can be seen to generate the same Pauli terms up to sign differences, and hence the last summation introduces an N (N − 1)/2 growth factor at worst. The total growth factor G for dressing with an N -entangler ILC unitary can be estimated as
The explicit QCC-ILC procedure with D dressing steps using ILC unitaries of at most N entanglers and final M -entangler QCC optimization is outlined below. The current iteration of the dressing procedure is denoted by k ≥ 1.
1. Generate mutually anti-commuting subset A ⊂ D(Ĥ (k) , Φ (k) ) with |A| ≤ N using techniques outlined in Appendix A.
2. Obtain the optimal N free parameters forÛ ILC = exp −iτ T i∈A α iTi for fixed mean-field reference Φ (k) using techniques outlined in Appendix B. To account for relaxation betweenÛ ILC and the mean-field state, perform VQE optimization over the N free ILC parameters and the 2n q mean-field Bloch angles,
with initial guesses as the optimal coefficients obtained in Step 3 and Φ (k) respectively. 26Û ILC is implemented in Eq.(19) using circuit-implementable product form Eq.(C1) further described in Appendix C. As an alternative, the relaxation step may be efficiently accomplished by classical optimization outlined in Appendix B.
Unitarily transform the qubit Hamiltonian aŝ
using the optimal (relaxed) ILC parameters from Step 2.
4. From optimized (relaxed) |Ω of Step 4, obtain purified mean-field Φ (k+1) as defined in Eq. (10), which is then used with newly transformed HamiltonianĤ (k+1) for generation of updated DIS D(Ĥ (k+1) , Φ (k+1) ). 5. Let k = k + 1. If k < D, repeat steps 1-4. Otherwise, continue to step 6.
Select M entanglers with highest non-redundant gradient magnitudes from the final DIS, {T
, and perform VQE QCC energy optimization with the final unitarily transformed Hamilto-nianĤ (D) over the M entangler amplitudes τ and 2nubit Bloch angles Ω,
We denote a iQCC-ILC procedure with D unitary transformation steps via unitary ILC components of at most N entanglers each and final QCC optimization including M entanglers as iQCC-ILC(D, N , M ). As mentioned in Appendix A, the cardinality of any anticommuting subset A ⊂ D is generally upper bound by 2n q − 1, and hence the largest ILC unitary one can construct at a single step generally includes N ≤ 2n q − 1 entanglers. 27 As an alternative to performing the relaxation procedure of Step 2 on a quantum computer, one can efficiently perform relaxed optimization completely on a classical computer using a procedure analogous to the multiconfigurational self-consistent field (MCSCF) method. Within this framework, relaxation can be iteratively accomplished by solving the ILC eigenproblem with static mean-field, followed by accounting for single-qubit relaxation by optimization of Bloch angles with fixed ILC parameters. We elaborate on this procedure in Appendix B.
The number of terms in the final transformed Hamil-tonianĤ (D) will be O(N 2D ) times larger than the initial HamiltonianĤ (1) , revealing the main advantage of the ILC unitary transformation when compared to a O 1.5 N D growth factor if Hamiltonian transformations were performed with standard QCC unitaries of Eq. (7) . To avoid exponential blowup in number of measurements required per VQE cycle in Step 2 and 6, as well as in gradient calculations required in construction of updated DISs in Step 4, one wishes to obtain the energeticallyoptimal unitarily transformed Hamiltonian with small D, i.e. by maximizing N . Generally N ≤ 2n q − 1 (see Appendix A), and thus N ≈ 2n q − 1 is the optimal choice.
The number of transformations D in the QCC-ILC(D, N , M ) algorithm may be set a priori by considering the worst-case estimate on the number of terms inĤ (D) by taking D powers of the growth factor Eq. (18) . Alternatively, D may be determined a posteriori by convergence of E (k) ILC or gradient magnitudes for D(Ĥ (k) , Φ (k) ). For instance, if the difference between E (k) ILC and E (k−1) ILC falls below a given convergence threshold, or the maximum gradient magnitude for D(Ĥ (k) , Φ (k) ) is below a cutoff, then D = k.
III. NUMERICAL RESULTS
To assess the capability of the iQCC-ILC method, we perform classical simulation of the iQCC-ILC algorithm, including VQE energy estimations, to produce the potential energy surfaces (PESs) for dissociation of LiH and symmetric dissociation of H 2 O in the STO-3G and 6-31G basis sets respectively. Active space fermionic Hamiltonians for the LiH and H 2 O systems were generated and transformed to their qubit space representations by parity and Bravyi-Kitaev transformations respectively. Following qubit tapering procedures, the resulting LiH and H 2 O Hamiltonians act on 4-and 6-qubit spaces respectively. All details on the system Hamiltonians can be seen in Table 1 of Ref 24 . Reported energy errors are with respect to the full CI (FCI) energies obtained through exact diagonalization.
A iQCC-ILC procedure of D dressings of at most N -entangler ILC unitaries with final M -entangler QCC optimization is denoted as iQCC-ILC(D,N ,M ), and a standard QCC procedure of M entanglers is denoted QCC(M ). The QCC ansatz of Step 6 in the iQCC-ILC procedure is constructed from M highest gradient magnitude entanglers from unique partitions of the DIS. For all numerical results herein, such entanglers are generated by occupying all but one of the flip indices characterizing its respective DIS partition withx operations, with the last index being occupied with a singleŷ operation. Entanglers entering the QCC ansatz do not containẑ operations since substitutions ofẑ and1 do not change first order energy contributions. 24 In cases where M is greater than the number of DIS partitions n p , the remaining M − n p entanglers are generated by permutations ofx withŷ in the parent n p entanglers.
Once M entanglers have been generated for inclusion in the QCC ansatz, an operator ordering strategy must be prescribed. Ordering the entanglers in Eq. (7) by highest to lowest gradient magnitude is an intuitively attractive strategy, however it can lead to exacerbated kinks along QCC-generated PESs when gradient magnitudes for the highest M partitions cross (i.e re-orderings in the DIS hierarchy occur), resulting in a re-ordering of the QCC ansatz occurring along the reaction coordinate. Such reorderings along the PES were seen to result in kinks of up to a few kcal/mol. To alleviate the problem of discon-tinuous PESs, we neglect re-evaluation of the DIS along the PES. In other words, the entire iQCC-ILC procedure described in Section II D is performed only once at a single geometry, whereas all other geometries do not feature re-selection of iQCC-ILC or QCC entanglers, only re-optimization of amplitudes and sequential dressing are performed. The geometry at which selection is performed can be chosen as where the first set of entangler gradients is highest.
LiH dissociation
We apply the iQCC-ILC procedure in producing LiH dissociation PESs of Figure 1a . All iQCC-ILC PESs are generated with dressings of 4-entangler ILC unitaries (optimization of 4 entangler amplitudes and 8 Bloch angles) and final 5-entangler QCC optimization (5 entangler amplitudes and 8 Bloch angles).
Selection of iQCC-ILC and QCC entanglers are performed at geometry R = 3.0Å, where correlation is sufficiently high, E corr ≈ 55 kcal/mol. The entanglers selected during the iQCC-ILC procedure for this geometry are then applied for the complete PES. This way, energy discontinuities are alleviated by preserving the obtained DIS along the entire PES. While the QCC ansatz with 5 entanglers and no dressings is seen to be qualitatively sufficient, an error of up to 2 kcal/mol is observed in Figure  1b . A single dressing with an ILC unitary of 4 entanglers is seen to produce energy estimates within the chemical accuracy for the entire PES.
Further dressing is seen to improve the energy estimates for the majority of the curve. Sometimes, iQCC-ILC(D, N , M ) gives higher energy than iQCC-ILC(D − 1, N , M ), for example, the iQCC-ILC(2,4,5) error is marginally above the iQCC-ILC(1, 4, 5) error at extended bond length R > 4.2Å. We attribute this to use of entanglers selected at a single geometry for the entire PES, and hence dressing procedures far from the entangler ranking geometry may lead to local minima which acts as a worse starting point for the final fixedsize QCC optimization. Generally, the energy error is seen to lower for the majority of the curve with sequential dressings with entanglers selected at a single geometry.
With initial LiH qubit Hamiltonians of 100 terms, a single dressing produces Hamiltonians consisting of 135 terms. A second and further dressings yield a transformed Hamiltonian of 136 terms. This is the result of conserving the time-reversal symmetry of the original Hamiltonian by the ILC transformations. Time-reversal symmetry requires even number ofŷ operators in individual Pauli products and reality of their coefficients. The number of possible evenŷ-parity n q -qubit Pauli terms is
which gives 136 for the n q = 4 case. 
H2O symmetric dissociation
We perform benchmarking of the iQCC-ILC procedure for the symmetric O-H bond dissociation of H 2 O. The simultaneous dissociation of both O-H bonds along the symmetric stretching of H 2 O is a well-known case of strong correlation and hence presents as an interesting test for the iQCC-ILC ansatz within the strongly correlated regime. We employ iQCC-ILC(D, 8, 5) schemes and consider varying numbers of transformations up to D = 10 in Figure 2 , to demonstrate the systematic improvability of energy estimations with constant-size quantum circuits.
To improve convergence to the singlet ground state, all calculations were performed using a spin-penalized Hamiltonian,Ĥ
where µ is a positive constant (µ = 0.5E h ). This extra term serves as a penalty on non-singlet spin contamination during optimization. SinceŜ 2 is a two-body operator,Ĥ s andĤ contain the same number of terms, and hence there is no measurement overhead. All entangler selection was performed at R = 2.35Å where correlation energy is significant (185 kcal/mol).
The initial HamiltonianĤ s for water contains 165 terms. The transformed Hamiltonian dressed with a single ILC unitary of 8 entanglers obtained in the iQCC-ILC (1, 8, 5) procedure contains 995 terms, demonstrating a ∼ 6 times growth factor. This is considered conservative in relation to the estimated growth factor G = 33 predicted by Eq. (18) . Further dressings increase the number of Hamiltonian terms to 1055, at which point the number of terms saturates. A saturation point of 1055 terms is lower than predicted by Eq. (21) . However, the dressed Hamiltonians are seen to have not only evenŷparity but also evenx-parity, for which there are 1056 such Pauli products in the n q = 6 qubit Pauli product algebra. The singly-dressed iQCC-ILC (1, 8, 5) procedure is seen to qualitatively capture the PES for the symmetric dissociation, demonstrating a significant improvement over the standard QCC procedure of 5 entanglers for the spin-penalized Hamiltonian evident in Figure 2a . However, the iQCC-ILC (1, 8, 5) procedure yields an error of > 20 kcal/mol for the end of the considered reaction coordinate. Systematically improved energy estimates are obtained with further dressings. The iQCC-ILC procedure with 10 transformations demonstrates microHartree accuracy for the majority of the PES, with chemical accuracy achieved for the entire considered reaction coordinate. The iQCC-ILC (2, 8, 5) procedure is already seen to 0.75 1.00 1. 25 (Figure 2b) , the latter produces significant nonvariational behaviour.
IV. CONCLUSION
We have introduced an iterative constructive unitary ansatz scheme that employs involutory linear combinations of Pauli products to canonically transform the qubit Hamiltonian, iQCC-ILC. The benefit of dressing the qubit Hamiltonian is to rotate to a basis where representation of the ground state may be achieved with arbitrarily low (e.g. fixed-size) circuit depth and simultaneously optimized VQE parameters at the expense of an increasing number of measurements needed to extract the energy estimate. iQCC-ILC has several advantages over iQCC. Instead of dressing with the QCC ansatz, which leads to exponential growth of the qubit Hamiltonian per dressing, dressing is performed using unitaries constructed as exponentiated ILCs, which lead to only a quadratic growth factor of the qubit Hamiltonian per dressing step. Additionally, the linearity of unitary ILCs allows for all intermediate optimizations to be efficiently performed on a classical computer, further relieving quantum resources.
The iQCC-ILC dressing is seen to aid significantly in yielding accurate energy estimates with fixed circuit depths particularly in the strongly correlated regime, exemplified in the dissociations for the LiH and H 2 O systems studied. In these regions, the single-reference state |Φ used in the undressed QCC entangler selection procedure shares little overlap with the highly correlated ground state of interest, and hence 1) considering only entanglers with first-order contribution to energy lowering may not be sufficient to recover the chemical accuracy, or 2) chemical accuracy may be recoverable with such entanglers, however only when many entanglers are included in the ansatz leading to unfavorable circuit depths. The sequential Hamiltonian transformations of the iQCC-ILC procedure have the important benefit of effectively using multi-reference stateÛ ILC |Φ for efficient entangler ranking by includingÛ ILC at the operator level rather than the state. Such sequential multi-reference entangler selection protocols are advantageous for strongly correlated systems, where one may have non-negligible contribution of configurations which are connected to the initial single-reference state by higher-order contributing entanglers.
It was recently shown that projecting the qubit Hamiltonian to physical symmetry subspaces can significantly reduce the unitary ansatz depths required for VQE energy estimates at the cost of measuring a larger (pro-jected) Hamiltonian. 28 It is expected that starting with a projected Hamiltonian could reduce the number of iterations required to attain chemically accurate energies within the iQCC and iQCC-ILC procedures, at the expense of a larger initial Hamiltonian. Further, incorporating recently developed strategies for optimizing the number of measurements in the VQE could be highly beneficial in mitigating the increasing number of measurements required in the iQCC-ILC scheme. [7] [8] [9] V. ACKNOWLEDGEMENTS A.F.I acknowledges financial support from Google and the Natural Sciences and Engineering Research Council of Canada (NSERC). R.A.L acknowledges graduate student funding from NSERC.
Appendix A: Generating mutually anti-commuting sets of entanglers
The DIS satisfies two conditions: 1) all entanglersT i ∈ D must include an odd number ofŷ operations, denoted as having oddŷ-parity, and 2) all entanglersT i ∈ D with identical flip indices, defined as the qubit indices acted on by generalized "flip operations"f i ∈ {x i ,ŷ i }, have identical gradient magnitude. 24 We define the flip index set of a Pauli product as
The problem of generating a set of entanglers from D that are suitable for ILC unitary construction can then be formulated as: given a set of N flip index sets (which characterize N distinct groupings of the DIS), generate a representative entangler for each of the flip index sets that all 1) have oddŷ parity and 2) mutually anti-commute with the other N − 1 representatives. This task can be efficiently accomplished by using techniques derived from the mapping of nubit Pauli terms to a 2n q -dimensional symplectic vector space over the binary field GF (2). 29 By such an operator-vector space mapping, any entanglerT i corresponds to binary vector T (i) with j th and (n q + j) th components defined as
.
(A2)
The anti-commutativity/commutativity between two Pauli termsT i andT j are then captured by the symplectic inner product,
where , is the regular inner product and J is a symplectic metric over GF (2),
Therefore the condition of all Pauli terms being mutually anti-commutative may be written as
The flip indices of a Pauli termT i are fully described by the first n q components of the corresponding vector representation and treated as fixed. All (n q + 1) th to 2n th q components then fully specify placements of1 j and z j on non-flip indices ( T 
The conditions of Eqs. (A5) and (A6) yield N (N + 1)/2 binary equations for which we solve for N n q variables. Generally, the system of equations is overdetermined when N > 2n q −1, which serves as a general upper bound on N for an iQCC-ILC unitary component, comparable to cardinality 2n q + 1 of maximally anti-commuting sets of Pauli terms not restricted byŷ-parity. 25 Solutions can be found by formulating conditions Eqs. (A5) and (A6) to N (N + 1)/2 by N n q matrix A and performing GF (2) Gaussian elimination for
where 1 is the N (N + 1)/2-dimensional vector with 1 in all components, and solutions of z give the N n q variables fully defining the N entanglers satisfying both sets of conditions Eqs. (A5) and (A6). Finite field Gaussian elimination has O(m 3 ) time complexity for m variables, 30 hence obtaining solution to Eq.(A8) can be done in O(N 3 n 3 q ) time. Since N is bound to O(n q ), the worstcase scaling of this procedure is O(n 6 q ). There exist instances of A for which 1 is not in its image, i.e. Eq.(A8) has no solution. In cases where no solution exists, we employ greedy method of replacing the lowest gradient flip index set considered with the nextlowest gradient set until a solution can be found to the corresponding A. If there exists no next-lowest gradient flip index set in the greedy process, the lowest is simply removed, and an effective N = N − 1 is used. 
where c 1 = cos(τ ) and c j = sin(τ )α j−1 . Letting |Φ 1 ≡ |Φ , and |Φ j ≡T j |Φ for j > 1, one has by construction,
since allT j in the involutory combination are necessarily characterized by different flip indices and |Φ is a computational basis state. Finding the optimal amplitudes and energy minimum can hence be done by generating Hamiltonian matrix H in the set of N + 1 orthogonal basis functions {|Φ j } N +1 j=1 ,
from which the energy minimum and optimal parameters {c j } N +1 j=1 can be obtained via standard orthogonal eigenproblem formulation. The imaginary phase of the summed over configurations in Eq. (B2) can be explicitly accounted for by modifying the Hamiltonian matrix by element-wise multiplication,H = M • H, where
The optimal coefficients {c i } N +1 i=1 in Eq. (B2) may then be obtained by solving for the ground state solution of
where E corresponds to the energy minimum for the unitary combination, 
which can then be used to obtain
From Eq. (B9), {α i } N i=1 are undefined when τ = 0 (modulo π), however, such a scenario does not happen in practice. This is a result of all entanglers being selected from the DIS, and hence have non-zero gradient evaluated at τ = 0, ensuring the optimized τ amplitude will be nonzero.
Relaxation step
The procedure described above will obtain the optimal ILC amplitudes for the initial collinear mean-field state. As an alternative to performing VQE optimization of 2n q + N parameters, simultaneous relaxation of the mean-field Bloch angles and ILC amplitudes can be accomplished on a classical computer by an MCSCF-like two step procedure: 1) solve generalized eigen-problem for subspace Hamiltonian matrix resolved in the N + 1 states to obtain the current-step optimal ILC amplitudes {τ, α 1 , . . . , α N }, and 2) dress initial HamiltonianĤ with the ILC unitary using obtained ILC amplitudes of the current stepH =Û † ILC (τ, α)ĤÛ ILC (τ, α),
then perform Bloch angle optimization with respect tõ H. The current-step optimized mean-field state is then used to update the subspace basis of Step 1. The two steps are then repeated until convergence of the energy, yielding the relaxed N ILC amplitudes and 2n q Bloch angles. Over the course of optimization, the mean-field state may violate z-collinearity, resulting in subspace basis states |Φ 1 ≡ |Ω , |Φ j ≡T j |Ω , j > 1 no longer being generally orthogonal.
Step 1 must hence be accomplished by solving non-orthogonal generalization of B6,H c = ESc, (B11) whereS = M • S and S ij = Φ i |Φ j .
Appendix C: Product representation of the iQCC-ILC unitary
A step in the iQCC-ILC algorithm outlined in Section (II D) can be implemented by VQE optimization of the ILC parameters, requiring implementation ofÛ ILC as a quantum circuit. While an ILC component Eq. (14) is fundamentally implementable on a universal gate quantum computer due to unitarity, their implementation is not immediately straightforward due to the inability to decompose general exponentiated Pauli sums directly to a universal gate set. We require an exact form of Eq. (14) represented as a product of singly exponentiated Pauli terms. For N ≡ |A|, a product of 2N − 1 exponentiated Pauli terms resembling a symmetric Trotter-Suzuki 
